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Abstract
Managing transactionswith real-time requirements
and disk resident data presentsmany new problems. In
this paperwe addressseveral:How can we scheduletransactionswith deadlines?How do the real-time constraints
affect concurrencycontrol? How does the scheduling of
IO requestsaffect the timeliness of transactions?How
should exclusive and shared locking be handled? We
describe a new group of algorithms for scheduling realtime transactionswhich produce serializable schedules.
We present a model for scheduling transactions with
deadlineson a single processordisk residentdatabasesystem, and evaluate the scheduling algorithms through
detailedsimulation.
1. Introduction
A real-time database system (RTDBS) processes
tmnsactionswith timing constraints such as deadlines.
The systemguaranteesserializableexecutionswhile at the
same time minimizing the number of transactionsthat
miss their deadlines. Conventional database systems
differ from RTDB onesin that the former do not take into
accountindividual transactiontiming constraintsin making schedulingdecisions. Conventionalreal-time systems,
on the other hand, differ from RTDB systemsin that they
assumeadvanceknowledge of the data requirementsof
programsand their goal is to guarantee))o misseddeadlines [14]. However, they do not guaranteedata consistency. Such systemsare called hard real-time. RTDB
systemscan be useful for applications which are both
data-intensiveand subject to real-time constraints. Such
applications include computerized stock trading, command and control systems and computer-integrated
manufacturing [l, 131.
There are many new and challenging problems in
designing a RTDB. Two of theseproblemswere studied
in [l] : transaction scheduling and concurrency control.
In particular, that paper presentedseveralalgorithms for
resolving lock conflicts and for determiningin what order
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to execute available transactions. The algorithms were
studied via detailed simulations. Two major assumptions
were made in that work: (a) the databasewas memory
resident,and (b) only exclusive locks were available.
In this paper we continue our investigations of
real-time scheduling and concurrency control. Assumptions (a) and (b) have been dropped, a new set of algorithms has been developed, and some additional issues
and measureshave beenconsidered. The new results,we
believe, provide substantial additional insights into the
operationof RTDB systems.
Allowing the databaseto resideon disk, with a portion residing in a main memory buffer pool, introduces
more interesting questions that one might initially imagine. For instance,the disk is now a resourcethat transactions must competefor. How are the disk requeststo be
scheduled? Do the samereal-time priorities that worked
for CPU schedulingwork for disk scheduling? Somedisk
controllers do schedulingon their own (trying to minimize
head movement). Does this interfere with the real-time
scheduling? Since transactionsnow are suspendedmore
frequently (lock waits and IO waits), there are more
opportunities for CPU scheduling. How do the CPU
schedulingalgorithms respond? Finally, transactioncommit must be considered. That is, transactionsmust flush
their dirty pages to disk and write log records. What
priorities should theseoperationsreceive? Should the log
be placedon a separatedisk?
Sharedlocks also introduce a new set of challenging questions. With exclusive locks only, conflicts always
involve a pair of transactions,the holder and the requester. The conflict can be resolvedby comparingthe priorities (e.g., earliest deadline) of each. With sharedlocks,
the holder can actually be a set of concurrently reading
transactions,eachwith a different deadline. If the requester needsan exclusive lock, what is to be done? What
priority does the group have? If the requesterneedsa
shared lock, it could be granted immediately, but there
may be other transactionsalready waiting for exclusive
locks. How are the priorities of the waiting transactions
comparedagainst that of the new requester? Should the
new requesterbe grantedthe sharedlock or not?
We have extended the algorithms of [l] to cope
with disk dataand sharedlocks. In addition, we have studied concurrency control algorithms not consideredinitially, including one that promotes transactionsthat are
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blocking higher priority transactions. Finally, we have
also consideredtwo supplementarymeasures(in addition
to mean number of misseddeadlines). One is the mean
tardinessof transactions,i.e., averagetime by which transactionsmiss their deadlines. The secondis the response
of the systemto a batchof transactionsthat arrive at once.
Suchan “input step function” emulatesa severeoverload.
Such overloads may not be frequent, but having algorithms that can copewith themgracefully is important.

As discussedin the introduction, we assumethat
transactionexecutions must be serializable [5]. (If transaction semanticswere known, other strategiescould be
used [6J. ) We assumethat serializability is enforcedvia
a locking protocol that allows for shared and exclusive
locks. Deadlock detection is used to find and break
deadlocks. We have selecteda locking protocol because
locking is widely usedin practice;other strategiesmay be
possible [21but are not consideredhere.

2. Model and Assumptions
In this section we describe our basic assumptions
and real-time transactionmodel. The systemconsistsof a
single processor. a disk-based database,and a main
memorybuffer pool. (The multiple processorcaseis also
of interest,but we havenot addressedit yet.)
The unit of databasegranularity we consider is the
page. Transactionsaccessa sequenceof pages. If a page
is not found in the buffer pool, a disk read is initiated to
transfer the page to the pool. Mod&d pagesare held in
the pool until the transactioncompletes. At that time, the
log is flushed and the transactioncommits. Finally, the
modified pagesare written back to disk to free spacein
the buffer pool. (This buffer managementstrategycan be
characterized as not ATOMIC, not STEAL and
FORCE [7) ) We assumethat the buffer pool is large
enough so that a transactionnever has to write modilied
pagesto disk until after commit. Thus, abortinga transaction involves no disk writes. We assumethat the log is
kept on a disk (or tape) separatefrom the databasedisks
(the mostcommonscenarioin practice).
Each arriving transaction has a release time t, a
deadlined, and a run time estimateE. The release time is
the earliest time the transactioncan be startedand is usually the atrival time. The deadline is the desired maximum commit time. EstimateE approximatesthe duration
of the transaction on an unloaded system. It takes into
account both the CPU and disk read time involved.
Pa*urretersr,d,andEareknowntothesystemassoonas
the transactionarrives. However, the accesspatternof the
transactionis not known in advance. As the transactionis
executed,it asksto read or write one pageat a time. Our
decision to assumeknowledgeof a run time estimatebut
no knowledge of data requirementsis justified becauseit
is easier to estimate the execution time of a transaction
than to predict its data accesspattern. In any case,E is
simply an estimatethat could be wrong or not given at all.
The RTDB systemschedulestransactionswith the
objective of minimizing the numberof misseddeadlines.
As the systemruns it may observethat sometransactions
have already missed their deadlinesbefore committing.
We assumethat all transactionsmust be executedeventually, regardlessof whether they are tardy or not. In this
case,we will assumethat the priority of tardy transactions
increases,in order to limit the tardiness. Other optionsfor
handling tardy transactionsand their performanceare discussedin [l].

3. Scheduling Algorithms
Our schedulingalgorithms have three components:
a policy for assigning priorities to tasks, a concurrency
control mechanism, and a policy for scheduling IO
requests.The priority policy controls how a priority is
assignedto a real-time transaction. The concurmncycontrol mechanismcan be thoughtof as a policy for resolving
conllicts betweentwo (or more) transactionsthat want to
lock the same data object. Some concurrency control
mechanismspermit deadlocks to occur. For these a
deadlock detection and resolution mechanismis needed.
The third componentcontrols how schedulingof the IO
queueis done,i.e., whethera transactions’sreal-time constraints are used to decide which IO request is serviced
next.
Each componentmay use only some of the available information abouta transaction.In particular we distinguish betweenpolicies which do not makeuseof E, the
runtime estimate, and those that do. A goal of our
researchis to understandhow the accuracyof the runtime
estimateaffectsthe algorithmsthat useit.
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3.1. Assigning Prlorltles
There are many ways to assign priorities to realtime tasks [9,10]. We havestudiedthme.
First Come First Serve. This policy assignsthe highest
priority to the transactionwith the earliest releasetime. If
releasetimes equal arrival times themwe have the traditional versionof FCFS.‘Ihe primary weaknessof FCF!Jis
that it does not make use of deadline information. FCFS
will discriminate against a newly arrived task with an
urgent deadline in’favor of an older task which may not
have such an urgent deadline. This is not desirable for
real-time systems.
Earliest Deadline. The tmwaction with the earliestdeadline hasthe highestpriority. A major weaknessof this policy is that it can assignthe highest priority to a task that
hasalready missedor is about to miss its deadline.When
this is done,the systemallocatesresourcesto a transaction
which cannot meet its deadline in favor of a transaction
which could meet its deadline. One way to solve this
problem is to use an overload managementpolicy to
screenout transactionsthat have missedor am about to
misstheir deadlines [I].
Least Slack. For a transactionT we &fine a slack time
S=d-(r+E-U),whereristhecurrenttime,andUis
the amount of service time consumedby T so far. The

slack time is an estimateof how long we can delay the
executionof T and still meetits deadline.If S 2 0 then we
expect that if T is executed without interruption, it will
finish at or beforeits deadline. A negativeslack time is an
estimate that it is impossible to make the deadline. A
negative slack time results either when a transactionhas
already missed its deadline or when we estimatethat it
cannotmeetits deadline.
Note that Least Slack is very different from Earliest
Deadline in that the priority of a task dependson how
much service time it hasreceived.The slack of a transaction which is executing doesnot change.(Its service time
and the clock time increaseequally.) The slack time of a
transactionwhich is not executing decreases.Hence the
priority of that transactionincreases.
A natural question to consider is how often to
evaluatea transaction’sslack. We considertwo methods.
With the first, static evaluation, the slack of a transaction
is evaluatedonce when the transactionarrives. This value
is the transaction’spriority for as long as the transactionis
in the system.(If a transactionis rolled backandrestarted,
the slack is recalculated.In effect, the transactionis reentering the systemas a new arrival.) Under the second
method, continuous evuhmion, the slack is recalculated
wheneverwe wish to know the transaction’spriority. This
methodyields more up-to-dateinformation but also incurs
moreoverhead. ’
Our performancestudies have shown that sometimes it is better to use static evaluation and sometimesit
is better to use continuous evaluation. (See Section 5.)
The majority of our experimentalresults usestatic evaluation. We chose this becausestatic evaluation performed
better than continuous at higher load settings, which is
wherewe performedmanyof our experiments.
? 3.2. Concurrency Control
If vansactions are executed concurrently then we
needa mechanisti to order the updatesto the databaseso
that the final schedule is serializable. Our mechanisms
allow shared and exclusive locks. Shared locks permit
multiple concurrentreaders. The priority of a data object
0 is delined to be the maximumpriority of all transactions
which hold a lock on object 0. If 0 is not locked then its
priority is undefined.
Let T be a transactionrequestinga sharedlock on
object 0 which is already locked in sharedmodeby one
or more transactions.TransactionT is allowed to join the
read group only if the priority of T is greater than the
maximum priority of all transactions,if any, which are
waiting to lock 0 in exclusive mode. In other words, a
readercanjoin a readgroup only if it hasa higher priority
then all waiting writers. Otherwise the reader must wait.
Conflicts arise from incompatability of locking modesin
the usual way.
We are particularly interestedin conflicts that can
lead to priority inversions. A priority inversion occurs
when a transactionT of high priority requestsand blocks
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on a lock for object 0 which has a lesserpriority than T.
This means that T has a higher priority then the
transaction(s)which holds the lock on 0. T must wait
until the lock holder(s) releases its lock on 0, either
voluntarily or involuntarily. Conflicts which cannot lead
to priority inversion, i.e., the priority of the requesteris
less than the priority of the object, are handledby having
the requesterwait. Of coursea deadlockdetectionmethod
mustbe employedto detectcycles of waiting transactions.
We now discussfour techniquesthat we use to resolve
conflicts.
In the following, let TR be a transaction that is
requestinga lock on a dataobject 0 that is alreadylocked
by transaction TH. Furthermore, the lock modes are
incompatibleand TR hasa higher priority than the priority
of 0. Thus the priority of TR is greaterthan TH. Namely
we havea priority inversion.
Wait. Under this policy, priority inverting conflicts are
handledexactly as non-priority inverting conflicts.That is,
the requestingtransactionalways blocks and waits for the
data object to becomefree. This is the standardmethod
for most DBMS which do not executereal-time transactions. All conflicts are handled indentically and the concurrency control mechanismmakes no effective use of
transactionpriorities.
Wait Promote. Wait Promotehandlesconflicts as Wait
does except when a priority inversion occurs. The high
priority transaction TR will block and wait but now we
promotethe priority of the lock holder TH so it is as high
as the priority of TR. In other words, TH inherits the priority of TR. (Since locks are retaineduntil commit time, TH
will keep its inherited priority until it commits or is restarted. In the event that TH is restarted, e.g., because of
deadlock, it assumesits normal priority. A pure imple
men&on of priority inheritance would demotethe priority of TH if TR is abortedbeforeTH finishes.We chosenot
to implementdemotion.Our testsshowedthat it occursso
seldom that any difference in overall performanceis not
measurable.)This methodfor handling priority inversions
wasproposedin [12].
The reasonfor promoting TH is that it is blocking
the executionof TR a higher priority transaction.Thus TH
should execute at an elevated priority so that it finishes
sooner and TR can resume execution sooner. Priority
inheritance ensuresthat only a transaction with priority
greaterthan TR will be able to preemptTH from the CPU.
A transactionT, of intermediatepriority, a priority greater
than TH and less than TR, would normally be able to
preemptTH. But with priority inheritance,T, has a lesser
priority than TH which is now executingon behalf of TR.
What if the object is locked by more than one transaction? In this event all transactionsin the read group
will inherit the priority of TR. Note that a priority inversion can affect only some of the transactionsin a read
group. For example,the requestingtransactionmay havea
priority that is greaterthan only someof the transactions
in the read group. These transactions will inherit the

greaterpriority of the requester.The priority of the other
transactionsin the read group remains unchanged. Thus
every transactionholding a lock on object 0 hasa priority
that is at least as high as the highest priority transaction
which is waiting for the lock.
Finally, the property of priority inheritanceis transitive. If, for example, TH is blocked by transactionTHH,
and the priority of THH is less than TR then THH will
inherit the priority of TR. Note that when priority inheritance is combined with Least Slack, continuously
evaluated,TH inherits not a static priority but a priority
function which evaluatesthe slackof TR.
High Priority. The idea of this policy is to resolve a
conflict in favor of the transactionwith the higher priority.
The favored transaction,the winner of the conflict, gets
the lock on the contestedobject. We implement this policy by comparingtransactionpriorities at the time of the
conflict. If the priority of TR is greaterthan the priority of
object 0, and thus greaterthanevery transactionholding a
lock on 0, then we abort the lock holders therebyfreeing
the lock for TR. TR can resumeprocessing;the lock holders are rolled back and scheduledfor restart If the priority of TR is less than or equal to the priority of 0 then TR
blocks to wait for 0 to becomefree.
An interesting problem arises when we use Least
Slack to prioritize transactions.Recall that under this policy, a transaction’spriority dependson the amountof service time that it hasreceived.Rolling backa transactionto
its beginning reducesits effective service time to 0 and
raises its priority under the Least Slack policy. Thus a
transaction TH, which loses a conflict and is aborted to
allow a higher priority transactionTR to proceed,can have
a higher priority than TR immediately after the abort The
next time the scheduleris invoked, TR will be preempted
by T.+ TH may again conflict with TR initiating another
abortand rollback.
Our solution to this problemis to comparethe priority of TR againstthat of eachlock holder assumingthat the
lock holder were aborted. Using the notation P(TH) to
denotethe priority of TH and P (T$) to denotethe priority
of TH were it to be aborted,we can write this algorithm as
follows:
High Priority Conflict Resolution Policy
IF for any TH holding a lock on 0
P (TH) < P (TR)AND P tti) < P tT,d
THEN
Abort eachlock holder
ELSE
TR blocks
Conditional Restart SometimesHigh Rriority may be too
conservative.Let us assumethat we have chosenthe first
branchof the algorithm, i.e., TR hasa greaterpriority than
TH and 7$. We would like to avoid aborting TH because
we lose all the service time that it has alreadyconsumed.
We can be a little cleverer by using a conditional restart
policy to resolve conflicts. The idea here is to estimateif
TH, the transaction holding the lock, can be finished
within the amountof time that TR, the lock requester,can
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afford to wait. Let Sa be the slack of TR and let EH - Cl,
be the estimatedremaining time of TH. (Recall that U
denotes the elapsed service time of a transaction.) If
Sk 2 EH - U, then we estimatethat TM can finish within
the slack of TR. If so, we let TH proceedto completion,
releaseits locks and then let TR execute. This savesus
from restarting TH. If TH cannot be finished in the slack
time of TR then we restart TH (as in the previous algorithm). This modification yields the following algorithm:
Conditional Restart Conflict Resolution Policy
IF P (TH) < P (TR) AND P (Tfi) < P (TR)
THEN
IF EH-UHISR
THEN
TR blocks
T” inherits the priority of TR
ELSE
Abort TH
ELSE
TR blocks
Note that if TR blocks in the inner branch, then TH
inherits the priority of TR. This inheritanceis exactly the
sameasdescribedin the Wait Promotealgorithm.
We only implement Conditional Restart if the
conflict is one-on-one, i.e., there is no read group
involved. We chose this becauseit is NP-completeto
choosea maximal subsetof readersall of which can finish
within the slack of the requester.Furthermorewe do not
consider chained blockings as we did in our earlier
study [l]. That is, we only make the specialConditional
Restartdecisionif the requesterconflicts with exactly one
lock holder and the lock holder is not blocked waiting for
someother lock. Experiencewith our earlier simulations
indicated that chained blockings were rare, so that the
payoff for handling themin a clever way waslimited.
3.3. IO Scheduling

In a non memoryresidentdatabasesystem,the disk
is an important resourcewhich can be managedto optimize various performancecriteria. In conventionalsystems
the usual goal is to maximize the throughput of the IO
system.One way that this is accomplishedis by using a
disk schedulingalgorithm (e.g., SCAN [ 1I] ) to order the
sequenceof IO requestsso that the mean seek time is
minimized. While this may be good for maximizing
throughput,it may be bad for a real-time systemwhich is
trying to meettransactiondeadlines. For example,SCAN
may order a batch of requestsso that an IO requestfrom a
transactionwith an early deadlineis servicedlast.
In this paper we study the consequencesof using
algorithms to scheduleIO requestsbasedon transaction
priorities as opposedto minimization of disk head seek
times. We have looked at two ways to schedulethe IO
queue.
FIFO. When FIFO is used to schedule the IO queue,
requestsare serviced,in the order in which they are generated.This service order is somewhatrelated to transaction priorities becauseIO requestsare generatedby the

CPU, which is scheduled by priority. The ordering is
essentially random with respect to track position on the
disk.
Priority. Under this policy eachIO requesthasa priority
which is equal to the priority of the transaction which
issuedthe request.The next IO requestto service is the
one with the highestpriority. Thus a newly arrived request
from a transactionwith a high priority can leapfrog over
other requestswhich have been waiting longer in the IO
queue. We also expect this ordering to be random with
respectto track positions on the disk.
In our model there are two types of IO requests:
readsthat are issuedby unfinishedtransactions,and writes
that are generatedby committed transactions that are
flushing their updatesback to disk. (The log resideson a
separatedevice, so it receivesonly log writes which are
serviced FCFS.) Giving higher priority to reads over
writes is desirablebecauseit will speedthe completionof
transactionswhich are trying to meettheir deadlines.Giving high priority to writes doesnot enhanceperformance
directly becausethe transactionswhich issuedthe writes
have already committed. In fact, as our studies have
shown,giving high priority to writes can decreaseperformance if it excessively delays the servicing of read
requests.The priority of writes cannotbe too low however
as writes must be completedin order to free spacein the
memorybuffer pool.
In our experimentswrites have the samepriority as
the transactionthat issued them. For the priorities FCFS
and Earliest Deadline, this meansthat writes are given a
relatively high priority. (The arrival times and deadlines
of committedtransactionsare usually earlier than thoseof
uncommittedtransactions.)Becausewe use static evaluation to implementLeast Slack, the slack times of committed transactionsare not necessarilylarger or smaller than
those.of uncommittedtransactions.
4. Simulation Model
Our program to simulate a RTDB was built using
SIMPAS, a discretesystemsimulation language [3]. The
namesand meaningsof the four parametersthat control
the configuration of the system resources are given in
Table 1. The databaselog is maintained on a separate
device which is of equal speedas the databasedisks.Each
disk hasits own queueof servicerequests.
Parameter
DBsize

MefnSize
NunDisks

IOtimt?

MeiUling
# of pages in database
Wof pages in memory buffer
# of disks
Tiie to access disk

BaseValue
400
200
2
25ms.

Table 1. SystemResourceParameters.
The databasebuffer pool is modeled as a set of
pageseachof which can contain a single databaseobject.
We do not model each buffer page individually, that is,
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we do not maintain a free list of pages,nor do we keep
track of which pages have been modified. Instead we
model the buffer pool as a collective set.When a transaction attemptsto readan object,the systemgeneratesa random booleanvariable which has the value true with probability MemSize I DBsize. If the value is true then the
page is in memory and the transactioncan continue processing.If the value is false then an IO servicerequestis
createdand placed in the input queueof the appropriate
disk. The databaseis partitioned equally over the disks
and we usethe function

to mapan object i to the disk whereit is stored.
Transactionscharacteristicsare controlled by the
parameterslisted in Table 2. Transactionsenter the system with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times and
they are ready to execute when they enter the system(i.e.,
releasetime equals arrival time). The number of objects
accessedby a transactionis chosenfrom a normal distribution with meanPages and the actual databaseitemsare
chosenuniformly from the database.Eachpageis updated
with with probability Update. Pageswhich are updated
are locked exclusively, other pagesare locked in shared
mode.Updatedpagesare storedin the buffer pool until a
transactioncommitsand then they are flushedout to disk.
1 Parameter 1

Madlack
EstErr
Restart
MuActive

Meaning

1 Max slack as fraction of R
1 ExrorinEasfractionofR
1 Tie to rollbacktransactitin
I Liiit # of active jobs

1 BaseValue1

8
0
1 5 ms.

I25

Table 2. TransactionParameters.
A transactionhas an execution profile which alternateslock requestswith equal sizechunksof computation,
one for each page accessed.Thus the total computation
time is directly related to the number of items accessed.
Let C denotethe CPU requirementfor a transaction;then
C = Pages’ * CompFactor. (We use Paged to denotethe
actual number of pages for a specific transactionrather
than the mean.) The IO servicerequirementfor a transaction has two components:IO requeststo read pagesfrom
the disk into memory and IO requests to write the
modified pages back to the disk. Since the writing of
updatesback to disk occurs after a transactioncommits,
this IO time is not included in the nmtime estimate. Thus
the total amountof pre-commit IO service time neededis
I = IOtime * Pages’ * (1 - MemSize I DBsize) The total

runtime serviceneededto commit a transactionexecuting
in an unloadedsystemis R = C +I . The accuracy of a
transaction’sruntime estimateE with respectto R is contmlled by the parameter EstErr, E = R * (1 +&Err).
How we choose the value of EstErr is explained later
when we discussthe experimentalresults.
The assignmentof a deadline is controlled by two
parametersMinSlack andMaxSlack which seta lower and
upperbound respectivelyon a transaction’sslack time. A
deadline is assignedby choosing a slack time uniformly
from the range specified by the bounds. The program
does not account for time needed to execute the lock
manager, conllict manager. and deadlock detection
manager.Theseroutinesare executedon a per dataobject
basis and we assumethat the costs of these calls are
included in the variable that stateshow much CPU time is
neededper object that a transaction accesses.Context
switching and the time to execute the scheduleris also
ignored.
Deadlocksare detectedby maintaining a wait-for
graph and searching for cycles whenever a new arc is
addedto the graph. When a deadlockis detecteda victim
is selectedby choosingthe transactionwith lesserpriority
of the two transactionswhich correspondto the arc which
completedthe cycle in the graph.
In the following sections we discuss some of the
results of eight different experimentsthat we performed.
Due to spaceconsiderationswe cannot present all our
results but have selectedthe graphs which best illustrate
the differences and performanceof the algorithms. For
each experiment we ran the simulation with the same
parametersfor 20 different random number seeds. Each
run, exceptfor the input stepfunction experiment,continued until at least 700 transactionswere executed. For
each algorithm tested, numerous performance statistics
were collected and averagedover the 20 runs. In particular we measuredthe percentageof transactionswhich
missed their deadlines, the average amount of time by
which transactionsmissedtheir deadlines,and the number
of restarts causedby lock conflicts. The percentageof
missed deadlines is calculated with the following equation: %rnissed = 100* (tardy jobs I 700).
Another metric that we useis the averagetardy time
of all committedtransactions.A transactionthat commits
before or on its deadline has a tardy time of zero. It is
theseaveragesthat areplotted in the following figures.
Note that we are not particularly interestedin transaction response times as conventional performance
evaluationsof concurrencycontrol mechanismsare. The
reason is that responsetime is not critical as long as a
transactionmeetsits deadline.We are interestedin learning how the various strategiesare affected by load, the
percentageof updates per transaction, the size of the
memorybuffer, and error of the runtime estimate.
For many of the experiments the base values for
parameterswere as shownin tables 1 and 2. Thesevalues
are not meantto model a specificreal-time applicationbut
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were chosen.asreasonablevalues within a wide rangeof
possible values. We chose the arrival rate so that the
correspondingCPU utilization (an average0.84 seconds
of computationarrive per second)is high enough to test
the algorithms. It is moreinterestingto testthe algorithms
in a heavily loadedrather than lightly loadedsystem. (We
return to this issuein the conclusionssection.)
Section 3 proposed three different methods for
assigning priority and four methods for managing concurrency. Also IO scheduling can be done in two different ways. Taking the crossproduct yields 24 different
algorithms. Table 3 summarizesthe methodsof Section3
and provides the abbreviations that we will use when
referring to them.
FCFS- First ComeFirst Serve
Priority
ED - Earliest Deadline
LS - LeastSlack
w-wait
Concurrency
WP - Wait Promote

/108thedding
/;im
1
Table 3. Summaryof SchedulingPolicies.

5. Experimental Results
Effect of Increasing Load In this experimentwe varied
the arrival rate from 6 jobs/set to 8 jobs/set in increments
of 0.5. The other parametershad the basevalues given in
Tables 1 and 2. This set of parametersis designedto load
the CPU moreheavily than the IO system. The CPU utilization ranges from 0.72 to 0.96 secondsof computation
arriving per second.The IO systemexperiencesa rangein
utilization of 0.60 to 0.80 secondsof I/O servicerequests
arriving per second.
Figures 1 and 2 graph the three priority policies for
each of the four different concurrencycontrol strategies.
Our first observation is that FCFS consistently performs
worse than ED and LS. Also, where the other priority
algorithms perform better with the concurrency control
strategies that use promotion, FCFS does not. This is
understandableas FCFS is a poor notion of priority for
real-timetransactions.
The relative performanceof ED andLS dependson
the type of concurrencycontrol that is used.Fortunately
we can statesomegeneralrules as to whenED or LS may
be better.The policy ED operatesbestunder low levelsof
load and when the concurrencycontrol strategyproduces
few restartsdue to lock conflict resolution. At high load
levels ED tends to assign high priorities to transactions
which will miss their deadlinesanyway. This can prevent
transactionswith later, but feasible,deadlinesfrom finishing on time. Conflict resolution policies which can produce a lot of restarts(e.g., HP and CR) work againstED
becausethe restartseffectively increasethe arrival rate of

new transactionsinto the system,thus increasingthe load.
Under HP and CR, LS producesfewer restartsthan ED
becauseLS makesuse of an extra test that can prevent
transactionsfrom being restarted(seeSection3).
Examining the graphs,we seethat ED is better than
LS when the simple Wait strategyis usedfor concurrency
control (Figure 1). When promotion is addedto the Wait
strategy,ED and LS perform comparablyalthough ED is
slightly better at lower loads and LS slightly better at
higher loads.Both policies are muchbetter than FCFS.
Under the two policies which restart transactions
when conflicts occur, HP and CR, we note that LS is
clearly the better policy when the load is high, Figure 2.
StrategyED performs well when the load is low but its
performancedegradesrapidly once the CPU utilization is
greaterthan 0.84.
Having discussedthe priority politics we now turn
our attentionto the concurrencycontrol policies. The pcrformance of a concurrency control strategy dependson
the priority policy used, so it is hard to compareconcurrency without including priority. We will compare
combinationsof priority (ED and LS) and the four concurrency control strategies.We ignore FCFS becauseof
its poor performance.Figure 3 graphsthe eight combinations.
The readercan seefor himself that no one combination is always better. ED/WP is best when the load is
light but LS/WP is better when the load is high. Thus we
see that WP works well with both LS and ED, but CR
works better with LS; HP is not very good with either
priority policy.
Ideally we want our algorithms to scheduleall transactionssuchthat all deadlinesate met.However,if this is
not possible,then we would want to minimize the amount
by which tardy transactionsmiss their deadlines.Figure 4
graphsthe averageoverduetime in secondsagainstarrival
rate. With the Wait Promotestrategy,we Observethat ED
has the least average overdue time, then LS and tinally
FCFS. Theseresultsare not surprisingfor it is known that
ED minimizes the maximum task tardinessand LS maximizes the minimum task tardiness [4]. The performance
of the different concurrencystrategieswith respectto task
tardinessparallels what we observedwith misseddeadlines, namely, W and WP are best with ED, and WP and
CR are bestwith LS.
In the experimentdescribedabove,the priority policy LS was implementedusing static evaluation. We are
also intere.:tedin learning how LS performs when continuousevaluationis used.
Figure 5 compares LS/WP and LS/CR for both
static and continuous evaluation. The reader can see that
no algorithm is best under all load settings. Under low
arrival rates, the continuously evaluated versions of LS
work better than the versions that use static evaluation.
However, under higher loads, the oppositeis true. This is
an interestingand counter-intuitive result. The explanation
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is that transactions executing under LS, continuously
can experiencepriority reversals. We illustrate
with an example.
At time t let Ti and T2 be transactionswith slack
times of 5 and 6 secondsrespectively. Since T1 has the
lesserslack and thus the greaterpriority, it gains the processorand begins to execute. Two secondslater a new
transaction arrives. The scheduler is invoked and slack
times are recalculated.The slack of T1 is unchanged,the
slack of Tz has decreasedby 2 to 4. So now T2 has the
greater priority and gains the processor.A similar event
may occur 2 secondslater which would causethe priorities of T, and Tz to reverseagain. If T1 and T2 are the
highestpriority transactionsin the system,this continuous
methodof priority evaluation virtually guaranteesthat the
two transactionsare executedconcurrently in the manner
just described.If T1 and T2 have overlapping read and
write setsthen this schedulingmethodincreasesthe likelihood that a conflict will occur. It also increasesthe likelihood that a deadlockwill occur. Both of theseeventsare
undesirable.
Biasing the Run Time Estimate The concurrencycontrol
strategyConditional Restartuses the nmtime estimateto
decide if a low priority transaction holding a lock can
finish within the slack time of the higher priority transaction requesting the lock. We can easily describe the
behavior of CR for the extremevaluesof E. When E = 0,
CR will always judge (assumingthat the lock requester
has a positive slack, this is true if the transactionhas not
missedits deadline) that the lock holder can finish within
the slack of the lock requester.Thus the lock requester
will always wait for the lock holder. Since promotion is
usedby CR, this behavioris exactly the sameasWP.
At the other extreme,when E is much larger thanR,
the algorithm wilI nearly alwaysjudge that the lock holder
cannot finish within the slack time of the lock requester.
Thus the lock holder will be rolled back and restarted.
This behavior is the sameas the concurrencycontrol strategy HP. When the value of E is not so extremeCR will
behavesomewherebetweenWP and HP.
The runtime estimate is also used by the priority
policy Least Slack. We performed a number of experiments to study how biasing the runtime estimateaffects
the performanceof LS. Our results showedthat LS, under
static evaluation, is surprisingly robust to inaccuracy in
the estimate.To illustrate, we summarizea “worst case”
experimentthat yielded the largest performancedegradation.
Half of the transactionswere madeto overestimate
their runtime estimateE = R * (1 + EstErr); the other half
underestimatedE = R * (1 - EstErr). (Recall that R is the
servicetime neededin an unloadedsystem. If all transactions over or underestimate,LS is not affected greatly.)
The value of EsfErr was varied from 0 to 5 in increments
of 1. (Negative nmtime estimates were converted to
E = 0.) Figure 6 shows that even with this worst case
bias, LS is not very sensitiveto errors in the runtime estievaluated,

mate.
When continuous evaluation is used, the performanceof LS is more sensitiveto error in the runtime estimate.This is understandablesince continuous evaluation
meansthat the inaccurateruntime estimatewill be used
manymoretimes to makeschedulingdecisons.
Effect of Increasing Memory In this experiment we
varied the value of MemSizefrom 200 to 400 in incrementsof 50. The other parametershad the values shown
in Tables 1 and 2. Thus the size of the memory resident
fraction of the databasevaried from 0.5 to 1.0 of the total
database.
Note that the proportion of memory resident database influences the assignmentof deadlines to transactions. This happensbecausedeadlinesare assignedwith
respect to the total service time, both CPU and IO,
required by a transaction.As the memory increases,the
IO service requirementdecreases(pagesare more likely
in memory), and the deadlines are shortened proportionately. In this way we can comparethe scheduling of
setsof transactionswith similar task urgenciesin system
configurationsof various memorysizes.
Our expectation,as memory size increases,is that
all schedulingalgorithms will perform better. The reason
is that transactionswill be doing much less IO and the
time spent waiting for service in IO queuesdecreases.
(CPU utilization and waiting time are unchanged.)Thus
transactionswill receive quicker service and are more
likely to meettheir deadlines.
Figure 7 graphs the results for the four algorithms
which scheduleall transactionsand useLS to assignpriority. It contirms our expectation that algorithms will pcrform better as the memory size increases.The results for
otheralgorithmsare similar.
Effect of Fraction of Pages Updated The value of
Update, by controlling the size of the read and write sets.
impactsthe probability of conflict betweentwo concurrent
transactions.The value of Update, by determiningthe size
of the writeset, also contributesto the IO load of the system. This is becauseupdatesare written to disk after a
transactioncommits.
In this experiment we varied the value of Updafe
from 0.2 to 0.8 in incrementsof 0.1. When Update = 0.2,
only 20% of a transaction’s pagesare locked exclusively.
When Update = 0.8 80% of the pagesaccessedby a transactionare updated.The other parametershad the values
shown in Tables 1 and 2. In this experimentthe IO load
variesfrom 0.49 to 0.91.
Figure 8 shows the four different types of concurrency control with the ED priority policy and with IO
scheduling done by priority. The general shape of the
curves is as expected: when Update is large, the pcrfor.manceis poor becausethe rate of conflict is high and
‘becausethe overall IO load is high. As we sawearlier ED
performsbest with the concurrencystrategiesW and WP
which causefewer restartsthan HP and CR. When Update

is small, the conflict rate is lower and all algorithms perform equally well.
Figure 9 plots ED/W and ED/WP with priority IO
scheduling against ED/W and ED/WP with FIFO IO
scheduling.Somewhatsurprising is the result that the versionswith IO schedulingperform worse than the versions
without IO schedulingin the high update(right side) and
thus high IO load part of the scale. The result is explainable, however,when we note that at this end of the scale
mostof the IO, roughly 62%, consistsof writing modified
pagesback to disk. As we discussedin Section 3, giving
high priority to writes can delay the service of read
requestswith lower priorities. One conclusion that we
can draw from this is that it may be advisableto give IO
writes lower priorities than reads.We do not investigate
this issueany further in this paper.
Performance Under a Sudden Load Increase In the
previous experiments,we studied the performanceof the
various algorithmsunder an increasingbut steadyload. In
this experimentwe study the algorithms under a different
type of load increasenamely a batch of arrivals in an otherwiseidle system.To simulatethis input stepfunction we
programmedthe simulator so that a set of transactions
arrived all at the sametime. The systemthen executedall
the jobs in the set. The number of jobs in the set varied
from 20 to 60 in stepsof 10. The parameterscontrolling
job characteristicswere the sameas shownin tables 1 and
2 except for the following differences: Pages= 10,
CompFactor = 10, and Max-Slack = 30. The major differencehere is the changein MaxSlack. This was necessary
to produce a set of transactionswith a large amount of
variability in deadlines.
In reality, we would not expectall jobs in an overload to arrive at the sameinstant,nor would we expectthe
systemto be completely idle at this ,time. However, our
idealized step function model lets us study the impact of
an overloadwithout distracting secondorder effects.If an
algorithm performs well under a step function, we could
also expect it to do well in a system that has plenty of
spare capacity under normal circumstancesbut is suddenly facedwith a flurry of jobs (e.g., a radar systemfacing a suddenall-out enemyattack).
A good strategyfor operationin this situation might
be to employ an overload managementpolicy to abort
transactionswhich have missed their deadlines.If these
transactionsmustbe executedanyway then they shouldbe
restartedonly after the spike has passed.We may also
want to limit priority inversions from occurring. The reasoning is that if a high priority job blocks, it will almost
certainly miss its deadlineif forced to wait on a low priority job. Insteadwe may want to abort the low priority job
andrestartit later when the load hasdecreased.
Figure 10 showsthe four different concurrencycontrol policies for both the ED and LS priority assignment
policies. IO schedulingis done accordingto job priority.
It is easy to seethat ED/HP is clearly the best algorithm.
HP is also the best version of the LS algorithmsThe same
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resultswere observedwhen no overloadmanagementpolicy was used,although the effect was not as pronounced.
Effect of IO Scheduling In this experimentwe compared
the versionsof schedulingalgorithms which use transaction priorities to schedule IO requests against versions
which service IO requestsusing FIFO. To better study the
effects,we changedthe basevaluesof threeparametersto
create a configuration where the disks are much more
loadedthen the CPU. The parametersand the new values
were: Pages = 13, CompFactor = 5, and Update = 0.2.
(The other parametershad the values shown in Tables 1
and 2.) Thus the averagetransactionreadsmorepagesand
does less computation. The fraction of pagesupdatedis
less so the disks service more read requeststhan writes.
The systemload was varied by increasingthe arrival rate
from 6 jobs/set to 8 jobs/set in stepsof 0.5. Hence, the
CPU utilization varied from 0.39 to 0.52, and the IO utilization variediiom 0.68 to 0.91.
Figure 11 plots the four algorithms which use LS
and FIFO againstthe samefour algorithms using LS and
Priority IO scheduling.The resultsclearly show that using
transaction priorities to schedule IO requestscan yield
significant performance improvements over scheduling
using FIFO. This is especially true for the two concurrency algorithms which use promotion, i.e., WP and
CR. This is understandablesince a transaction which
inherits the higher priority of a blocking transactionwill
receive better service from the disk and will executefaster. This unblocksthe high priority transactionsooner,and
it hasa betterchanceof meetingsits deadline.
Priority is better than FIFO but both methodsignore
disk headposition and do not minimize the averageseek
time. Would a disk schedulingalgorithm which minimizes
averageseek time, (e.g., SCAN) but is ignorant of transaction time constraints, yield better performance in a
real-time systemthan our algorithm which considerstransactiontime requirements?We cannot answer this question directly but we have performedan experimentwhich
indicates how much faster the average seek time of a
SCAN type algorithm would haveto be for it to matchthe
real-time performanceof our Priority algorithm. In this
experimentwe fixed the parametersettingsat the values
they had in the previous experimentand set ArrRare = 8
job&c. Then we increased the speed of the disks by
decreasingthe value of IOtime from the initial 25 ms. to
20 ms. in stepsof 1. Figure 12 plots the performanceof
LS/WP/FlFO, which, like a SCAN type algorithm, does
not use transactionpriorities for IO scheduling.The horizontal line is the performanceof LS/WP/Priority when
IOtime =25 ms. The two curves intersect at
IOtime = 22.8m.rindicating that a SCAN type algorithm
must have an average seek time roughly 9% less than
Priority in order for it to yield comparablereal-time performance. Of courseit is possibleto designa SCAN type
algorithm which also uses transaction prioritics, but we
havenot investigatedthis possibility.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presentedvarious transaction
scheduling options for a real-time databasesystem. Our
simulation results have illustrated the tradeoffs involved,
at least under one representativedatabaseand transaction
model. Before reaching some general conclusions, we
would like to maketwo observations.
The first ObSeNatiOII is that our base parameters
representa high load scenario. One could arguethat such
a scenariois “unrealistic.” However, we believe that for
designingreal-time schedulers,one must look at precisely
these high load situations. Even though they may not
arise frequently, one would like to have a system that
missesas few deadlines as possible when these peeks
occur. In other words, when a “crisis” hits and the databasesystemis under pressureis precisely when making a
few extra deadlinescould be mostimportant [81.
It could also be arguedthat someof the differences
betweenthe various schedulingoptions is not striking. In
many cases, the difference between one option and
another one is a few percentagepoints. If we were discussingtransactionresponsetimes, then a say 10 percent
improvement would not be considered impressive by
some. However, our graphs show missed deadlines (in
most cases)and we believe that this is a very different
situation. Again, the differencebetweenmissingevenone
deadlineand not missing it could be signiticant. Thus, if
we do know that some scheduling options reduce the
number of missed deadlines,why not go with the best
one?
And which are the best options? It is difficult to
makeany absolutestatements,but we believe the following statementshold under most of the parameterranges
we tested. (All our additional results not shown in this
paperalso substantiatethesestatements.)
When the load is continuousand steady:
(a) Of the testedpriority policies for real-time database
systems,Least Slack (LS) is the best overall. It always
performed better than FCFS, and was better than ED
under the higher load ranges. Earliest deadline (ED) is
the secondchoice for assigningpriorities.
(b) Of the concurrency control policies we tested,Wait
Promote (WP) is the best overall. It performs very well
when combinedwith either LS or ED. Conditional Restart
(CR) is the secondchoice for LS. CR also performswell
with ED at low loadsbut poorly at high loads.Wait is the
secondchoice for ED. High Priority (HP) does not do
well with either LS or ED.
(c) Although LS performed better at minimizing the
number of late transactions,ED is the best choice for
minimizing the meantardy time of commitedtransactions.
(d) When the IO systemis heavily loaded,using real-time
transacion priorities to schedule IO requests yields
significant performancegainsover schedulingIO requests
in a FIFO manner.
l

(e) Using continuous evaluation to implement LS yields
betterperformancewhen the load is low. Staticevaluation
achievesbetter performancewhen the load is high. Also,
static evaluation is less sensitive to error in the nmtime
estimatethan is continuousevaluation.
When the load is an “input stepfunction”:
(f) ED is the bestpriority policy to use.It performsbetter
than LS at the higher load settingsfor three of the four
concurrencycontrol policies.
(g) HP is the bestconcurrencycontrol policy. It is the best
of the four when combined with either ED or LS. The
secondand third choicesfor concurrencyare CR andWP.
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